
Why MEC? 
Under the Affordable Care Act (ACA) employers are 
required to provide healthcare coverage for all full-time 
employees. MEC plans are an affordable alternative to other 
costly plans and still offer the comprehensive coverage 
options your employees need. 

The WorkChoice™ difference. 
Our MEC plans offer a self-funded option exempt from 
coverage mandates and state taxes while also avoiding arbitrary 
year-over-year rate hikes. Choose from three plan levels, BASE, 
FLEX, or PLUS, and add them to other existing benefits or use 
as a stand-alone solution. 

WorkChoice™ MEC plans offer expansive 
benefits at a much lower cost than 
traditional employee benefit plans.
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Fines for failing 
to provide 
coverage can 
range from 
$2,160 to $3,240 
per employee.  

Get more with 
WorkChoice™  
Benefits  
MEC plans.

Experience Minimum Essential Coverage (MEC) reimagined with 
multispecialty benefits so convenient and comprehensive that 
employees will actually want to engage in their health. 



You really can have it all.

Employees can easily establish a virtual Primary Care Provider, access specialty care and 
care navigation support, and fill prescriptions all through a single app. With no co-pays 
or visit fees, Galileo provides accessible, affordable care and even includes integrated 
Behavioral Health Therapy and Coaching!

We partner with Upswing Health for virtual Orthopedic Care. Employees can connect with 
specialists within 15 minutes for everything from joint pain to serious injuries. 

Our Kindly Human program through New Benefits helps employees improve their mental  
well-being through peer conversation. Trained support specialists are paired with 
employees and offer highly personalized and confidential connection. 

And more Including: preventative services, EAP, Dental, Vision, and Alternative Medicine discounts. 
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Our strategic partnerships provide a wide array of benefits  
and services that go well beyond your typical MEC plan.  
Take a look for yourself:

ClaimChoice guides employers through self-funded healthcare, 
MEC options and everything in between to help choose better 
solutions for their organization.

Let’s build a better healthcare plan.

Offer ACA preventative drug coverage and an Rx Discount Card through our preferred 
pharmacy partner. ChoiceScripts makes pharmacy coverage affordable and seamless. 


